Stage 1 Sit and Stand El Prez
Course of Fire: Load pistol with six round. Start seated facing down range pistol on the table, magazines
can be on the table or in mag holder. At the signal engage each target with only two rounds each. Stand
reload and engage targets with only two rounds each.
12 Rounds only
.

Stage 2
Scenario: Skills Test, Steel Qualifier
Course of Fire
Start in P1 facing up-range, surrender
position, pistol loaded with no more than 6
rounds. Spare magazines should be carried.
At the signal turn and engage T-1 with 4
rounds freestyle. Advance to barrier P2
engage T2 with two rounds freestyle from
each side of the barrier using cover. A
slide lock reload behind cover is required
behind this barrier . Advance to P3, engage
T3 with two rounds strong hand only from
strong side of the barrier using cover,
transition to support hand engage T3 with
two rounds support hand only from support
hand side of the barrier using cover.
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Stage 3: Steel house clearing.
Scenario: Using cover clear your house of the steel bad guys.
Course of Fire: Starting at the left all stationary steel will be shot with three rounds from the
doors using cover. Poppers will be shot from the windows until they fall.
12 round minimum.
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Stage 4 Suited El Prez
Course of Fire: Start in box A surrender position facing up range; draw a playing card. This is your
start and end shape. At signal, turn, draw and engage targets with two rounds each starting with your
shape.. Reload; engage targets with two round each ending with your shape.
*NOTE If you draw a Diamond you can start and end on any shape.
12 rounds only.
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